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Suburbanized cities, regardless of scale, 
face a common dilemma: how to increase 
both housing supply and diversity while 
maintaining an established low-scale leafy 
character. While greenfield and brownfield 
zoning continue to increase housing 
supply through establishing new suburbs, 
densification is provided in greyfield1

precincts through urban regeneration 
infill and in transit corridors via apartment 
developments. One intention of all these 
four strategies is the avoidance of 
intensification in established suburbs, 
leaving them to their business-as-usual 
housing model.

This raises the question of what 
this “business” is, for the suburbs continue 
to see substantial change regardless
of falling outside of infill policy. I call these 
established suburbs the “bluefields.”2

They are suburbs usually quarantined from 
strategic density and diversity increases: 

those with established character, where 
“blue” represents both the perceived 
immutability of their traditional character 
and the high financial and emotional
values in play.

A bluefield suburb is one where
change is observable in knock-down-
rebuild minor infill, where a single house

is replaced with duplex or triplex housing. 
Often, each new house offers the same 
accommodation as the single house being 
replaced, with each new dwelling selling 
independently for more than the value 
of the original property. The result is 
an increase in suburban density but not 
in housing choice, coupled with increasing 
unaffordability. In the bluefields, change 
is also observable in alterations and 
additions, where houses are extended into 
even larger single-family homes, further 
increasing the risk of gentrification. In both
change scenarios, mature landscape 
is often the collateral damage, with many 
local councils across the country struggling 
to replace tree canopy lost from private 
land development.

The general absence of housing
diversity in bluefield suburbs sees existing 
residents lack downsizing options within
their community, an exodus of younger 
residents seeking more affordable housing 
options as they leave home, and the locking-
out of new residents seeking to enter 
well-serviced, high-amenity suburbs.

Cohousing for Ageing Well: A 
Collaborative Design Research Project3

is a collaboration between the University
of South Australia, the South Australian 
state government and four inner-Adelaide 
councils that are all experiencing high 
growth in their cohort of residents aged 
60 years plus. Each council faces the 
challenges of how to assist its residents 
to age in place, how to maintain built 
character and urban tree canopy, and 
how to increase the supply of smaller 
housing stock to offset gentrification. 
The outcomes are design speculations 
across four anonymized single allotments 
that are scalable across older suburbs 

within the four council areas, through
greater Adelaide and beyond.

Underpinning the designs is what 
I call the “bluefield housing model,” which:

1. denies subdivision of the block,
instead creating a design-led 
whole-of-site approach

2. retains and adapts original housing 
into smaller accommodation

3. creates new housing through 
leveraging the existing pattern
of alterations and additions

4. creates all housing in a flat
hierarchy rather than as 
“accessory” dwelling units

5. arranges the housing around shared 
landscape capable of retaining
or developing large trees.

The following concepts describe how 
the bluefield model can be applied to four 
different allotment sizes (small, medium, 
large and extra-large) and the potential 
ageing scenarios that might drive their 
development. All of these concepts are 
designed to the Livable Housing Australia 
(LHA) gold or platinum mobility levels.4

“Small”
Allotment size: 325 m2

Existing density: 31 dwellings per hectare 
with 52% site cover
New density: 62 dwellings per hectare 
with 50% site cover
Scenario: Facing the social and financial 
upheaval of separation from their partner,
a recently single 50-plus resident moves 
in with their parents, who own a cottage
with dual street access on a small block. 
The living arrangement is mutually 
beneficial: the parents receive assistance 

With established suburbs falling outside of 

infill policy, densification in these areas tends  
to occur at the cost of mature landscape 
and housing diversity. A collaborative research 

project in South Australia has come up with 
housing designs to enable residents of “bluefield” 
suburbs to age in place, instead of being pushed 

out by gentrification, explains Damian Madigan.
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“Small” floor plan  
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“Small” floor plan key

Dwelling 1: 

82 m2, 2 bedrooms 

LHA gold

Dwelling 2: 

58 m2, 1 bedroom 

LHA gold

1 Dwelling 1

2 Dwelling 2

3 Drying

4 Shed

5 Bins

6 Parking (in lieu of 

garden, if mandated)

“Large” floor plan key

Dwelling 1: 

95 m2, 2 bedrooms 

LHA gold

Dwelling 2: 

68 m2, 1 bedroom 

LHA gold

Dwelling 3: 

67 m2, 1 bedroom 

LHA gold

1 Dwelling 1

2 Dwelling 2

3 Dwelling 3

4 Parking

5 Bins

6 Drying

7 Shed

8 Garden shed

“Medium” floor plan key

Dwelling 1: 

112 m2, 2 bedrooms 

LHA gold

Option A

Dwelling 2: 

122 m2, 3 bedrooms over  

2 levels 

LHA gold on ground

Option B 

Dwelling 2: 

64 m 2, 1 bedroom on  

ground level 

LHA gold 

+ 

Dwelling 3: 

58 m2, 1 bedroom on upper 

level (repeated floor plan)

1 Dwelling 1

2 Dwelling 2

3 Dwelling 3

4 Parking

5 Bins

6 Drying

7 Shed

8 Roof garden

“Extra large” floor plan key

Dwelling 1: 

78 m2, 1 bedroom 

LHA gold

Dwelling 2: 

78 m2, 1 bedroom 

LHA gold

Dwelling 3: 

66 m2 , 1 bedroom 

LHA platinum

Common house: 

122m2 

LHA platinum

1 Dwelling 1

2 Dwelling 2

3 Dwelling 3

4 Common House

5 Visitor parking

6 Parking (in lieu of ramp 

or garden, if mandated)

7 Parking

8 Drying

9 Bins

10 Shed

“Large” floor plan  
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Maintaining the existing 

mature landscape is a key 

objective of the South

Australian Cohousing  

for Ageing Well project.
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“Medium” floor plan  
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“Extra-large” floor plan  
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around the house from their adult 
child, while the child takes comfort in 
having secure and affordable housing. 
All enjoy the company that living together 
provides. Seeing the long-term benefits 
of the arrangement, the trio undertakes
a renovation to formalize the living 
arrangements across two discrete dwellings.
Design: The cottage is retained and
renovated into a two-bedroom dwelling,
while a narrow footprint addition about 
the size of an in-line double garage is 
added to the rear of the cottage to provide 
a one-bedroom, self-contained dwelling.
A shared laundry with storage links the 
two dwellings, while each addresses the
shared garden. Looking to the future, each 
dwelling is internally designed for improved 
mobility, with exterior 1:20 walkways added 
to create step-free movement throughout. 
The occupants successfully argue that
mandated on-site car parking be removed 
in this scenario in favour of allowing for 
improved housing and landscape options.

“Medium”
Allotment size: 530 m2

Existing density: 19 dwellings per hectare 
with 40% site cover
New density: 38 or 57 dwellings per hectare 
with 35% site cover
Scenario: The owners of a four-room villa 
on a traditional 15.2-metre-wide (50-foot-
wide) block undertake a future-proofing 

renovation. Targeting semi-retirement and 
wishing to create an independent house for 
their young adult child, for whom they are 
carers, the owners undertake a renovation 
of the villa for themselves, creating a two-
bedroom, step-free home with a more open 
layout. The proportions of the traditional 
block enable them to create a two-storey 
backyard home with three-metre side 
clearances for their child. The scale 
complements that of the villa and provides 
varied accommodation of up to three 
bedrooms. The dwellings address a shared 
central garden.
Design: The 9.2-metre width of the backyard 
home allows for a generous one-bedroom 
plan suited to reduced mobility, and for a 
fire-isolated stair, which provides access to 
two additional bedrooms on an upper level. 
Designed for flexibility, the second level is 
built without dividing walls and with joinery 
fitted with power and plumbing services.
Coupled with the provision of two entrances 
(an external door into the stairwell and 
a fire-rated door between the stairwell and 
the ground floor), these flexibility tactics 
allow for the upper floor to be fully self-
contained via simple modifications. The 
site can be configured as one dwelling plus 
one work-from-home arrangement, two 
dwellings of two and three bedrooms
respectively, three smaller dwellings, or two 
dwellings plus a home office. Renting parts 
of the accommodation is feasible, as is

shifting between the dwellings. Importantly, 
the changes enable the owners to age
in place, with improved peace of mind 
for their child’s independence, furthering 
their ability to age well.

“Large”
Allotment size: 675 m2

Existing density: 15 dwellings per hectare 
with 34% site cover
New density: 45 dwellings per hectare 
with 35% site cover
Scenario: Looking to expand its portfolio 
and diversify its housing mix, a community 
housing provider (CHP) buys a cottage in  
a suburb well-serviced by public transport 
and close to civic, medical, service and 
retail facilities. Rather than demolishing the 
existing house and replacing it with a unit 
development typical of its usual model, 
the CHP leverages the property’s suburban
characteristics to offer an alternative 
model for older members of its client base.
Design: The original four-room cottage is 
retained and renovated into a two-bedroom 
dwelling, and a small footprint extension 
creates a second one-bedroom dwelling. 
A one-bedroom backyard home is added, 
with similar proportions and positioning  
to double garages in the neighbourhood 
but with improved streetscape amenity 
for the secondary street. Each dwelling 
is independent but shares a garden and 
ramped deck. The additions are arranged
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around a yard that strategically addresses 
the side street, increasing the amenity 
of the street and extending the residents’ 
views out of their site and across the road. 
For privacy, the bedrooms of each dwelling 
face away from communal areas, while the 
living areas address the shared garden 
for amenity and positive interaction. The 
CHP sees this single-allotment model as 
one that can be replicated and dispersed 
throughout the suburbs, and its forward 
planning highlights the potential for corner 
sites such as this to be hubs, where 
one of the dwellings can be given over
to a community house for residents 
to access visiting services and activities.

“Extra-large”
Allotment size: 920 m2

Existing density: 11 dwellings per hectare 
with 32% site cover
New density: 33 dwellings per hectare 
with 37% site cover
Scenario: The owner of a large villa on 
a traditional quarter-acre block has lived 
alone for three years after the loss of their 
spouse. They have several friends living  
in similar circumstances, each having lived 
in their large family homes for many years. 
None of the residents wishes (or needs) 
to give up their suburban way of life,
but all would like to downsize to a house 
that better fits their needs now that they 
are older and living alone. Importantly, 
they would each like the company and 
occasional support of others, without 
giving up their independence. Preferring
a small house over an apartment, unit or 
formal retirement living, the three parties 
come together to develop the villa owner’s 
property, creating three one-bedroom
dwellings and a common house. 

Together, they set the rules for their 
property. Each week they share a number 

of meals and socialize in the common 
house. One of the residents is a keen 
gardener and enjoys helping the hired 
gardener when they visit each fortnight.
For this, she pays a reduced maintenance 
fee, as agreed by the residents and 
captured in their residents’ charter. 
This document also includes an agreement 
around the use of the guest bedroom 
in the common house, which is available 
should a temporary, live-in carer ever 
be required. Ordinarily, the guest room
is available for residents to use as a study 
or hobby area and can be reserved on 
a roster basis for guests coming to stay.
Design: The original six-room villa is 
retained and divided into two one-bedroom 
dwellings. This is achieved by blocking the 
doors on one side of the central hallway 
and building the affected wall up to the 
underside of the roof for fire separation. 
The villa receives a small-footprint kitchen 
addition to the side of one of the front 
rooms and a rear extension, similar in 
size and layout to those often carried out 
when older homes are renovated. A small 
backyard home is added at the rear of 
the block, offset from the rear boundary 
to provide a garden.

Realizing the model
The Cohousing for Ageing Well project 
has demonstrated the types of ageing-in-
place and multi-generational outcomes 
that might be systematized in established 
suburbs, where local councils face the 
pressure to increase density and diversity 
while improving resident connectedness
and retaining low-scale amenity. Key
to its development is the integration of 
land-management agreements to limit 
the risk of undesirable development that
uses the model as a statutory trojan horse; 
a residents’ charter template to assist 

occupants to achieve consensus around 
sharing within their development; and the 
creation of a user-friendly design guide
to chaperone applicants through the
model’s possibilities.

The project is now transitioning 
to policy development with the South 
Australian state government and the 
project partners, with the intention of
adoption in South Australia’s state-wide 
Planning and Design Code as a new form 
of permitted infill development.

— Damian Madigan is a senior lecturer 

in architecture at UniSA, a member of the SA state 

government’s Design Review Panel and a registered 

architect. He works collaboratively with academics,

industry and government to create new housing typologies 

across infill, density, diversity and ageing-in-place. 

Footnotes

1. Peter Newton “Beyond Greenfield and Brownfield:

The Challenge of Regenerating Australia’s Greyfield 

Suburbs.” Built Environment vol 36, no 1, 2010, 81–104. 

“Greyfield” is a term coined by Peter Newton in 2010 

to describe neighbourhoods with ageing housing stock

that is technologically, environmentally and physically

underperforming.

2. Extending from PhD research undertaken at Monash 

University titled “Alternative Infill,” “bluefield housing”  

was first defined in a shortlisted entry for the 2021 AA Prize 

for Unbuilt Work (see architectureau.com/articles/2021- 

aa-prize-for-unbuilt-work-shortlist).

3. Cohousing for Ageing Well: A Collaborative Design 

Research Project was undertaken at the University of 

South Australia and funded by the Office for Ageing Well

(SA Health) through its Age Friendly SA Grants program. 

Additional funding and in-kind support were provided

by the project partners: the South Australian State Planning 

Commission, the state government’s Planning and Land 

Use Services, the City of Prospect, the Town of Walkerville,

the City of Burnside and the City of Unley, which undertook

project coordination. The design report can be downloaded 

at madigan-architecture.com.

4. For the LHA design guidelines, including the elements 

required for certification at each level, see 

livablehousingaustralia.org.au (accessed 15 July 2021).

Bluefield housing seeks 

to increase housing diversity 

and choice while retaining 

and enhancing the existing 

neighbourhood character. 

  The whole-of-site 

designs are scalable

across established suburbs 

within the four Adelaide

council areas.




